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ProQR Therapeutics N.V. (PRQR)
CF Strategy Detailed at Investor Event Last Night

MARKET OUTPERFORM
Price: $3.90

Price Target: $20.00

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS

• ProQR Therapeutics lays out development strategy in CF; we reiterate our
Market Outperform rating and $20 risk-adjusted, DCF-derived price target.
We attended PRQR’s investor event yesterday at the NACFC annual meeting
where its Phase 1b QR-010 data were discussed in detail (our takeaways remain
primarily consistent with our top-line analysis here) and the development strategy
was discussed in detail for the first time.

• Proposed Phase 2 design. PRQR is attending an end-of-Phase 1 meeting with
the FDA shortly to discuss its plans moving forward with QR-010 and management
discussed its proposed outline of a Phase 2 program slated to begin in 2H18
pending regulatory and partnership discussions. The goal at this point is to move
forward with a partner and therefore these plans are preliminary concepts. Key
considerations are that PRQR does not want to change many variables from its
Phase 1b study, but will potentially look at weekly dosing (vs. 3x a week in Phase
1b) and a primary endpoint of lung clearance index (LCI) in relatively healthy
patients with FEV>70% with abnormal LCI. The choice of the population has two
benefits: 1) consistency with Phase 1b, and 2) positioning for patients on CFTR
modulators having better FEV.

• MOA coming along. QR-010’s exact mechanism of action is still under
investigation – a common criticism of the program – but the company is working
diligently to learn more and confident it has enough information that will be sufficient
for regulators while it may be more descriptive than mechanistic at this point in time.
We think progress on this front will just provide investors/possible partners more
peace of mind, while we continue to be impressed with the data that have unfolded.

• CF pipeline. Management also discussed in some detail its CF pipeline (Figure
1) going after the 5% of CF patients with Class 1 mutations that do not make
any CFTR protein and thus cannot be treated with modulators. PRQR is working
on developing leads for five different programs and the company was actually
highlighted in the NACFC Day 1 Plenary session for going after this high unmet
need population with a novel mechanism. In this patient population, PRQR would
be willing to combine with a modulator as there is no downside in the context of
no available therapies.

• Thoughts on the stock. Net-net, we like PRQR’s strategy moving forward and
over the past year have gained more confidence in QR-010 based on its ability to
restore CFTR function as evidenced in NPD studies and improve symptoms in the
more recent Phase 1b study. We continue to recommend owning shares of PRQR
as we think the stock is significantly undervalued relative to the opportunity at hand
in CF, not to mention the rest of the emerging rare disease pipeline (Figure 2) which
could begin to bear fruit in 2018.
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MARKET DATA

Price $3.90

52-Week Range: $3.65 - $6.90

Shares Out. (M): 25.1

Market Cap ($M): $97.9

Average Daily Vol. (000): 292.0

Cash (M): $48

LT Debt (M): $0
Source: Thomson Reuters and JMP Securities LLC

FY DEC 2016A 2017E 2018E

Revenue ($M) 1Q $0.8 $0.4A --
2Q $0.6 $0.3A --
3Q $0.5 $0.0 --
4Q $0.1 $0.0 --
FY $2.0 $0.7 $0.0

EPS 1Q ($0.50) ($0.48)A --
2Q ($0.45) ($0.54)A --
3Q ($0.49) ($0.51) --
4Q ($0.40) ($0.54) --
FY ($1.77) ($2.07) ($1.93)

Source: Company reports and JMP Securities LLC
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FIGURE 1. PRQR CF Pipeline 

    

     Source: Company Presentation 

 
 

FIGURE 2. PRQR Full Development Pipeline 

 

     Source: Company Presentation 
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Company Description

ProQR Therapeutics is a biopharmaceutical company engaged in building a platform for RNA-based therapeutics for the treatment of severe
genetic disorders, with an initial focus on QR-010, a drug candidate for cystic fibrosis (CF). ProQR utilizes its unique proprietary RNA repair
technology to develop candidates to specifically target and repair the defective messenger RNA (mRNA), a product of a mutated gene, and
to restore the expression and function of normal protein.

Investment Risks

Regulatory risk. ProQR, like all other drug development companies, is reliant on the regulatory pace of evaluating new drugs and clinical
plans and also on regulators' willingness to approve new drugs.

Clinical development risk. Drug development is a risky and capital-intensive endeavor. The vast majority of drugs that enter clinical
development fail to reach the market.

Funding risk. Reliance on the capital markets poses a risk in terms of investor appetite for biotech stocks and the degree of dilution, depending
upon the timing of a deal.

Competitive risk. There are other drugs in development for cystic fibrosis, by companies including Vertex, Galapagos/AbbVie, and Proteostasis.
These programs could provide advantages over ProQR's candidate, which could lead to a lower than anticipated market share.

Patent risk. Patent expiration can result in a negative impact to sales. Additionally, generic companies may file abbreviated new drug
applications to challenge current products with patent protection.

Sector risk. Valuation of pharmaceutical stocks is subject to both investor assessments of the prospects of the underlying companies, and
investor tolerance for risk and confidence in the prospects of pharmaceutical stocks as a group. Therefore, ProQR's stock price may fall, even
as the company meets or exceeds investor expectations.
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JMP FACTS AND DISCLOSURES

Analyst Certification:

The research analyst(s) who prepared this report does/do hereby certify that the views presented in this report are in accordance with my/our
personal views on the securities and issuers discussed in this report. As mandated by SEC Regulation AC no part of my/our compensation
was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific views or recommendations expressed herein. This certification is made under the
obligations set forth in SEC Regulation AC. Any other person or entity may not use it for any other purpose. This certification is made based on
my/our analysis on the date of this report’s publication. I/We assume no obligation to update this certification to reflect any facts,circumstances
or events that may subsequently come to my/our attention. Signed Liisa A. Bayko and Jonathan Wolleben

JMP Securities Disclosures:
JMP Securities currently makes a market in the security of ProQR Therapeutics N.V.

JMP Securities expects to receive OR intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from ProQR Therapeutics N.V. in the
next 3 months.

JMP Securities Investment Opinion Definitions:
Market Outperform (MO): JMP Securities expects the stock price to outperform relevant market indices over the next 12 months.
Market Perform (MP): JMP Securities expects the stock price to perform in line with relevant market indices over the next 12 months.
Market Underperform (MU): JMP Securities expects the stock price to underperform relevant market indices over the next 12 months.
JMP Securities Research Ratings and Investment Banking Services: (as of November 3, 2017)
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of
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Regulatory
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of

Total

# Co's
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IB
Services in

Past 12
Months

% of Co's
With This

Rating

MARKET OUTPERFORM Buy 272 60.58% Buy 272 60.58% 72 26.47%
MARKET PERFORM Hold 168 37.42% Hold 168 37.42% 30 17.86%
MARKET UNDERPERFORM Sell 7 1.56% Sell 7 1.56% 0 0%
COVERAGE IN TRANSITION 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0%
RATING SUSPENDED 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0%

TOTAL:  449 100%  449 100% 102 22.72%

Stock Price Chart of Rating and Target Price Changes:

Note: First annotation denotes initiation of coverage or 3 years, whichever is shorter. If no target price is listed, then the target price is N/A. In
accordance with FINRA Rule 2241, the chart(s) below reflect(s) price range and any changes to the rating or price target as of the end of the
most recent calendar quarter. The action reflected in this note is not annotated in the stock price chart. Source: JMP Securities.
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JMP Disclaimer:
JMP Securities LLC (the “Firm”) compensates research analysts, like other Firm employees, based on the Firm’s profitability, which includes
revenues from the Firm’s institutional sales, trading, and investment banking departments as well as on the quality of the services and activities
performed that are intended to benefit the Firm’s institutional clients. These data have been prepared by JMP Securities LLC for informational
purposes only and are based on information available to the public from sources that we believe to be reliable, but we do not guarantee
their accuracy or completeness. Any opinions and projections expressed herein reflect our judgment at this date and are subject to change
without notice. These data are neither intended nor should be considered as an offer to sell or a solicitation or a basis for any contract for
the purchase of any security or other financial product. JMP Securities LLC, its affiliates, JMP Group LLC, Harvest Capital Strategies LLC,
and their respective partners, directors, officers, and associates may have a long or short position in, may act as a market maker for, or may
purchase or sell a position in the securities mentioned herein. JMP Securities LLC or its affiliates may be performing, have performed, or seek
to perform investment banking, advisory, or other services and may have acted as manager or co-manager for a public offering of securities
for any company mentioned herein. The reader should assume that JMP Securities LLC will solicit business from the company covered in
this report. Members of our Sales and Trading Department provide oral and/or written market opinions and trading strategies to our clients
that reflect their personal opinions about stocks that are the subject of the firm's research reports. Our research analysts discuss trading
strategies with clients that sometimes reflect short-term expectations for the price of the securities that are the subject of research reports.
These trading strategies are distinct from the analysts' fundamental rating for the stock, which is based upon the analysts' view compared
to other stocks under coverage for the relevant time period. © Copyright 2017. All rights reserved by JMP Securities LLC. JMP Securities
LLC is a member of FINRA, NASDAQ, and SIPC.
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